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Information extration (IE) addresses the problem of extrating spei� infor-

mation from a olletion of douments. There are basially two types of IE: IE

from unstrutured texts and IE from (semi-) strutured texts [3℄. Classial or tra-

ditional IE tasks from unstrutured natural language texts typially use various

forms of linguisti pre-proessing. With the inreasing popularity of the Web and

the work on Web information integration, there is a need for strutural IE systems

that extrat information from (semi-) strutured douments.

Muh of the previous work on IE from strutured douments that uses learning

tehniques atually uses some variant of grammatial inferene methods that infer

regular languages. Grammatial inferene refers to the proess of learning rules

from a set of labelled examples, in whih the target domain is a formal language

(a set of strings over some alphabet �). However strutured douments suh

as HTML and XML douments have a tree struture. Therefore it is natural

to explore the use of tree automata for IE from strutured douments. Indeed,

tree automata are well-established and natural tools for proessing trees [1℄. An

advantage of using the more expressive tree formalism is that the extrated �eld

an depend on its strutural ontext in a doument, a ontext that is lost if the

doument is linearized into a string.

Our work reports on the use of k-testable tree languages, a kind of tree au-

tomata formalism, for the extration of information from strutured douments.

The highlights of our work are:

� We motivated and investigated the appliation of the more expressive tree

automata inferene method for IE from strutured douments. This ap-

proah has several advantages ompared to the string-based and the other

methods as follows. Firstly, some IE systems preproess douments to split

them up in small fragments and only use a part of the doument as training

example. This is not needed here as the tree struture that we get for free

takes are of this. Thus the entire doument tree an be used as training



example. Seondly, our method does not require the manual spei�ation

of the window's length for the pre�x, suÆx and target fragments, and the

speial tokens or landmarks suh as \>" or \;", that are usually required

for the string-based methods. A limitation of our work is that the output

onsist of a whole node while the information of interest an be restrited to

a substring of the node. IE methods for unstrutured text ould be used to

extrat the relevant information from the node.

� We seleted an approah to apply tree automata to HTML or XML do-

uments. Beause suh douments are \unranked", that is the number of

hildren of a node is not �xed by the label, we annot diretly apply tree

automata. Either the notion of tree automaton has to be generalized to

handle unranked trees or unranked trees have to be enoded as ranked trees

(binary trees). We follow the seond approah beause it is less ompliated

and we an use existing learning methods that work on ranked trees.

� We demonstrated on two datasets, Internet Address Finder (IAF) and Quote

Server (QS)
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, that our method performs better in most ases than the string-

based methods that have been applied on those datasets. These results

suggest that it is worthwhile to exploit the tree struture when performing

IE tasks on strutured douments.

� We gave a short review of related work in the area of IE from strutured

douments that uses string-based and the more expressive grammatial in-

ferene methods.

� We onluded, by doing some additional experiments on various data, that

the value of k has a lot of impat on the amount of generalisation: the

lower k the more generalisation. On the other hand, when the distane to

the distinguishing ontext is large, then a large k is needed to apture the

distinguishing ontext in the automaton. This may result in a too spei�

automaton having a low reall. In future we plan to to generalize the au-

tomaton obtained for some value of k.
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